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NO. 1

Renewal Of Bookstore Contract Questioned
ByJOE JOHNSON
"I'mjust disappointed...they
said they wanted to make a
change in the bookstore and they
didn't make it", said Mr.
Freeman Fox the owner of "The
Bookworm" a local bookstore
one of the two people who made
final bids on the bookstore
contract.
The contract, which was put up
for bid earlier this year, was
awarded to Mr. Harper who has
had ownership of the bookstore
for the past ten years. Mr. Eric
Skovgaard, the second bidder,
and owner of Transfer Junction,
a local T-Shirt shop, was equally
disappointed. "The treatment of
the people who bid was
unprofessional...I've been
bidding sealed bids all my life
and I've never run into a problem
like this."
Mr. Skovgaard explained the
circumstances surrounding his
bid. "I read the advertisement
for the contract renewal in the
Farmville
Herald
and
submitted my bid. Later in
March of 1981, I was told on the
phone by Mr. Brandscome (VicePresident for Finance and
Chairman of the bookstore
committee) that as far as he was
concerned we (Mr. and Mrs.
Skovgaard) had the successful.
bid and that ne would get back to
me.'
"About a month later I got a
letter saying they'd decided to let
Harper keep it for this year. I
really don't know what
happened..." The bids were
reviewed in two separate
meetings.
The
bookstore
committee chaired by Mr.
Brandscome reviewed the bids
first and gave recommendations
to the administrative council
which made the final decision on
who would be awarded the
contract. Mr. Brandscome said
that the criteria for awarding the
contract was based first on
service then on the best financial
proposal.
In the area of finance, it
appears that Mr. Harper did not
have the best proposal, but in fact
had the worst of the three. Mr.
Fox and Mrs. Skovgaard both
proposed that six per cent of their
gross sales (exclusive of refunds
and sales tax) would go back to
the college. Mr. Harper's
proposal was a four and a half per
cent return. Mr. Harper proposed
selling all his text books at
publishers suggested list price
with ten per cent discount for
faculty and staff members. Mr.
Fox offered a 5 per cent discount
textbooks for all college
personnel and ten per cent
discount in other items that yield
a higher profit margin. Mr.

Shovgaard offered a five to
fifteen per cent discount on all
items wherever possible.
In the area of service, Mr.
Harper also appears to have
trailed the other two candidates.
Mr. Skovgaard proposed opening
the .bookstore
an
hour
earlier (7:30 a.m.) on Mondays to
allow students returning from the
week end to purchase needed
books. Mr. Harpers hours are
8:30 to 5:30 Monday through
Friday.
Mr. Fox proposed a large
section of the bookstore to be
used for paperbacks and other
special items. Mr. Skovgaard
proposed a special order
department within the bookstore
to allow the students and faculty
to order special clothing for their
clubs, teams, fraternities or
sororities.
In the area of used books, Mr.
Skovgaard also made the
tantalizing offer of purchasing
used books from the students at
25 to 50 per cent of new book
prices and depending on the
condition of the books selling
them at 15 per cent more than
what was paid for them. They
would take the profits from these
used books and set up a book fund
to help financially needy students
buy necessary books. Mr.
Skovgaard also planned on hiring
student workers. Mr. Harper
proposed purchasing used books
at half the publishers price and
selling them back at two-thirds
the list price (provided the book is
in good condition) the profit going
to Mr. Harper. Mr. Harper does
not have student workers
because their hours don't
coincide with his.
Mr. Harper has also had
problems with a number of
faculty members in the past in
the area of service. In fact the
problems have gotten to the point
where no less than seven
departments of Longwood
College are getting a number of
their courses texts elsewhere.
The elsewhere is ironically Mr.
Freeman Foxes "Bookworm".
Mr. Stonikinis, chairman of the
Social Work Department of
Longwood College said "It's just
a lot easier to get books through
Mr. Fox...I've been getting texts
at the Bookworm for the last
three years...the quality of the
service is better, the treatment of
the students is better and the
treatment of the faculty is better.
Mr. Fox is more courteous and
the students seem more
satisfied."
Dr. Millar, Professor of
History, is also getting his texts
from the Bookworm. He related
an interesting story, "About
three semesters ago I ordered a

book for one of my classes. I
discovered the original publisher
had sold the rights of the book to
another publisher. I asked Mr.
Harper if he could provide the
address of the new publisher so I
could make the order. Mr.
Harper said he didn't know the
new publisher's address and that
it was up to me to find it. In my
opinion, as owner of the
bookstore,
that's
his
responsibility. He doesn't have
the personality or the expertise
for this line of work."
Dr. Young of the Drama
department, who is also ordering
his books through the Bookworm
ran
into
the
same
problem."I wanted to order a
larger section of paperbacks that
he had firmly agreed to put on the
shelves but to do it we had to
include the publisher's name and
address. It's very time
consuming and really is his
responsibility. I stopped order
books from him three years ago."
When Mr. Harper was asked
about this procedure, he replied,
"If the faculty want to order
books, I have to know the
publishers name and address.
I'm not a mind reader, I have no
way of knowing where these
books are".
How does Mr. Fox manage to
find the addresses when Mr.
Harperwouldn't or couldn't? 'It's
simple," said Mr. Fox, "we have

listing of publisher addresses.
It's helpful if the professors give
addresses but they don't have to.
If they don't include the
addresses and I don't have it, I'll
go and find it. I'd like to get their
business."
Another problem the faculty
has had is in the area of an
increased paperback book
selection. In Mr. Harper's
contract it states explicitly that
Mr. Harper is expected to carry
as many as 200 titles of
paperback books from as many
publishers as possible provided
the faculty supply the list of
titles.
Dr. Sedgwick, an English
Professor who was on the
bookstore committee said that so
far he has 100 or more titles but
that a good many weren't
ordered. "He ordered some of the
titles but has not ordered all of
them. His position is that the
titles are a losing proposition".
Mr. Harper said that he doesn't
have all 200 in yet but they are on
order.
Another faculty member, who
preferred to remain nameless,
said that the major problem he
has had with the bookstore was
the speed of service. "We could
and should have a more efficient
and a more cooperative
bookstore. In most cases it's just
faster getting texts from Mr. Fox
up at the Bookworm."

A faculty member, who also
preferred remaining nameless
questioned Mr. Harper's not
ordering from foreign publishers.
Another complained of his
treatment to students and said
finally "I really don't understand
why he has been allowed to get
the contract again this year".
It was a good question. Dr.
Peele, a member of the
administrative council said this
in answering, "My vote was cast
in light of information on the
three bids...in my estimation Mr.
Harper was the one to have it".
Dr. Gussett another member of
the council (he was, however, in
absence during the final vote)
said "It was a sensitive
thing...the council sensed the
students wanted a change and it
just wasn't possible to make the
changes at the time".
It was rather obvious that the
council sensed the students
wanted a change, because the
contract which was originally a
three year proposition was
changed to a one year contract
when Mr. Harper was awarded
it.
The reasons surrounding the
decision to award Mr. Harper the
contract, when Mr. Fox and Mr.
Shovgaard obviously had just as
good or better bids still remain
obscure. Mr. Brandscome would
only say that they (the
(Continued on Page 8

Bicyclists:

Warned Of Theft
By MARK K.SEGAL
If students are thinking of using
bicycles to alleviate the
automobile parking shortage
then perhaps they should think
twice, warns chief Neil Smith of
the Campus Police.
"I wouldn't encourage students
to bring bikes on campus," says
Smith. "Most students don't even
use their bikes year round."
In 1979, thirteen bikes were
stolen from campus. In 1980 the
figure was down to nine. But
according to Smith this
fluctuation is insignificant
because of the relatively small
size of Longwood. But the
problem of theft is significant if
you own a bicycle and park it at
longwood.
Last year three bicycles were
recovered but few prosecutions
ever occur here. The majority of
stolen bicycles are taken by
neighboring juveniles.
Smith estimates that half of the
bikes stolen on this campus are
taken completely out of this area.
If the bicycle is not stolen by a

student to use for a quick ride to
Lancer Hall or the dining hall,
then the chances of the victim
having his or her bike returned
are
slim.
"Teenagers
interchange handle bars, seats
and other parts" says Smith,
"and thep the original owner has
no chance of recognizing (the
original bike.")
"All we can go by is the serial
number on the frame." And most
students don't register the
number with campus police.
There is no charge for bicycle
registration at Longwood.
Smith estimates that there are
between 50 to 60 bicycles on
campus. If this year's theft trend
is averaged into the last two
years (when computer records
began) average, then a
Ixmgwood bike owner is putting
his chances at one-in-five that the
cycle will be stolen.
"There is no fool-proof lock",
warns Smith. There are all kinds
of cutters that can be used, from
simple wire cutters to acetylene
blow torches. But perhaps the

best safeguard is a Kryptonite or
Citadel V-shaped lock. These
companies boast a guarantee
that will replace the bicycle if the
lock is ever broken.
The bikes can be locked on the
three racks provided at lancer
Hall, Wheeler and Cox, or the
rack at Tabb, French and South
Ruffner. When the cycle is not
locked — even for that "one
second" — then the owner is
making the bike fair game for
thieves.
Although the V-shaped locks
can lower the odds of theft, the
best method, according to Smith,
is simply not to bring a bike to
campus. Students can walk to
class because of the small size of
the college.
"Most of these bikes just sit
around all winter and rust," says
Smith. There have even been
cases of cicycle vandalism. That
is bikes that are idle year-round
being stripped for parts or
inadvertantly smashed and
knocked.
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A Nutt
Without Compare
By GAIL W. SHANNON
The halls of Jarman rang with
laughter on the night of
September 8. Grady Nutt held the
audience in a perpetual state of
mirth with two hours of his homegrown humor and wisdom. He
progressed from tales of his
family and childhood to ones of
his college years with manyhilarious digressions along the
way. According to Mr. Nutt, "All
of my shows are spontaneous and
I never plan one in advance."
Grady became a Baptist
minister at the age of 13.
Consequently, this little fact
tended lo play havoc with his love
life during his teen years. He
finally did get married, however,
and when asked how his wife put
up with a comedienne in the
family, his reply was, "She gets
as tickled at my stories as the
audiences and I do. Course, after
she's heard 'em five or six times,
she tends lo turn 'em off. I don't
consider myself a comedienne,
however. I'm not telling jokes,
I'm telling stones. All my stories
arc true, too. I never tell out and
out lies, I just embellish the heck
out of the stories."
Grady Nutt is as quick to poke
fun ai and tell stories on himself
as on others. He does not believe
"that things that have to do with
religion or church should be
immune
from
laughter."
According to Grady, "humor can
be found in church as much as it
can anywhere else. Anyway, who
better is there lo poke fun at

religion than a minister?"

Grady became an entertainer
to pay for his college and
seminary. In 1967, Ralph
Edwards of "This Is Your Life"
hired him to put a show on for a
group of people and Mike
Douglas happened to be in the
audience. Douglas wanted Grady
for an appearance on his show,
but it took the show personnel
four weeks to track him down.
Over the next two years, Grady
appeared on the Douglas show
four times, and, in 1969, he
resigned from the seminary to
become a full time entertainer.
Besides his spot on "Hee Haw",
he has recently appeared in a
T.V. pilot. At the moment, the
status of the show is unknown. If
the new NBC president gives
production the go-ahead, the
series will be called the "Grady
Nutt Show". In this show, he will
play none other than a minister.
As warm and friendly offstage
as on, Grady Nutt is a very downto-earth, next-door neighbor sort
of person. He is also a person who
holds his faith very dear. He may
poke fun at religion but he never,
for a minute, loses any of his
respect or love for God. The Inter
Religious Council and Wesley
Foundation of Longwood are to
be congratulated for providing
the college students and
community with such an
outstanding evening of fun and
laughter. It is not one that will
soon be forgotten by any who
attended.

New Program Provides
Services for Handicapped
By CINDY CORELL
Purely coincident to the fact
lhai 1981 is the International
Year of the Disabled, this is also
the year lhat Ungwood College
begins a new program with
services provided primarily for
the disabled. In 1977, new
amendments
to
the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 were
published,
that
prohibit
discrimination of an) person with
anj handicap who applies to a
Slate
Agency
such
as
liOngwood) on the sole basis of
his-her disability Since then,
Longwood college has been
consciously working to eliminate
barriers to the handicapped, in
steady progress along this line to
gel handicapped students into the
mainstream of academics.
LongWOOd College has now
named a contact person on
campus to work with those
students either physically
handicapped
or
learning
disabled
Dr, Jennings G. Cox, the
Director of Counseling Services
has now also been named the
Director of Centralized Services
for Special Students. This
position gives Dr. Cox, who has a
great deal of experience working
with handicapped persons, the
responsibility of being the one
contact person to work with these
handicapped students.

Some of the duties that Dr. Cox
is responsible for include
providing the disabled student
special services such as tape
recordings of lectures, and
notetakers to record lectures on
paper, and adding physical aids
to passage ways on campus such
as ramps where stairs are used,
elevators, and widened doorways
to admit wheelchairs, lo make all
parts of the campus accessible to
all students. He is also organizing
a committee of interested
persons to look into other
services for the disabled,
improve old services, and
possibly innovate new services.
Dr. Cox is very enthusiastic
and encouraged with this new
program, which is uncommonly
advanced for such a small
college. He feels that this is very
much in keeping with President
Greenwood's "join together"
theme for 1981-92, and thinks that
this will greatly increase
I/ongwood's sense of community.
The director of this new
program is very interested that
any student who feels that he or
she needs any of the above
services should be aware of
them.
"If you have a
handicapping condition and need
special services, you're welcome
to contact me at 392-9235," he
says. He is also interested that
Continued on Page 8)

Fine Arts Center Receives Gifts
By KIM DIGGS
Ms.
Barbara
Bishop,
Chairperson of the Longwood
College Art Department, has
announced several recent
additions to the Longwood Fine
Arts Center. Some of these gifts
are now on display in Bedford.
The center has received two
gifts from Mrs. John B. Mason,
an active member of the Central
Virginia Chapter of the Virginia
Museum and retired social editor
of The Fannville Herald. The
first, a large still life painting, is
a late nineteenth century work by
an unidentified German artist.
The second is a portrait of a
young girl and appears to be a
nineteenth century American
work.

The Fine Arts Center has also
received a gift of a painting from
Frank von Richter, III, from
California. The painting, "The
Maharajah," was initially
commissioned by King George IV
and then purchased and brought
to the United States by John W.
Audubon in 1847. It was presented
to the Buckingham School in 1965
by Mr. von Richter, in memory of
his grandmother, Mrs. Rebekah
McCue Ellis. The Longwood Fine
Arts Center was presented the
gift of "The Maharajah" through
Mrs. R. S. Ellis, IV, of Mt. Rush
Farm, Buckingham County,
Virginia.
Through the efforts of Mr.
Ward Eggleston, a member of the
Longwood Fine Arts Center
Board of Trustees, the center will

be receiving two paintings by an
American artist, Albert Pinkam
Ryder. These paintings are being
donated by Mr. Daniel R.
Goldenson, who contributed another Ryder painting, "Hero
and I^eander," to the center in
1976.
Mr. Kip Kephart is donating a
major collection of European and
American prints from his private
collection. Mr. Kephart, who is
from Richmond, has become an
important patron of the Fine Arts
Center here at Ixmgwood. In
addition to these paintings, a
bequest of twelve Molas to the
center is being arranged by a
donor from the Southside
Virginia area. This bequest was
prompted by the current exhibit
of Molas in the Bedford Gallery.

Hike for Someone Who Can't
By ROXANNE SLAUGHTER
"Hike For Someone Who can't"
is the theme of the Hike-a-thon
being sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega. The Hike-a-thon is
sponsored to raise money for the
Virginia Lung Association.
The Hike-a-thon will be held on
September 26, 1981. On this day
the walkers are to meet on High
Street in front of Longwood for
registration, which starts at 8
o'clock. The actual hike starts at
9 o'clock. The walkers will start
here at Longwood and will walk
anywhere from 1 to 12 miles. The
walkers are allowed to pick their
own distance. If someone chooses
10 walk 12 miles then he-she will
walk to Hampden Sydney on the

back road (the one used for the
Mini-a-thon) and then back to
I>ongwood.
One might ask how do I get
sponsors? Okay, there are
sponsors sheets which can be
obtained at the Post Office, the
Information Office, most all of
the Front Desk of Dorms and
many businesses downtown. Get
a sheet and just ask your friends
or whoever to sponsor you for a
certain amount of money for each
mile you walk. It's that simple.
Then on the day of the walk bring
your sponsor sheets with you to
registration.
There will be prizes given to
those who bring in the most
money. First prize will be a 10
speed girl's or boy's bike which
was donated by Rose's, secong

prize will be a Pioneer RK500
portable cassette stereo donated
by the Stereo and T.V. Shoppe,
third prize will be $45.00 in gift
certificates ($30.00 certificate
from Pariet's Inc. and $15.00
certificate from Western Auto),
and there are more smaller
prizes to be given away.
On September 8, challenge
letters were sent out lo the social
sororities and fraternities on
campus, challenging them to help
us, Alpha Phi Omega, raise
money for the Virginia Lung
Association.
If anyone has questions or
wants more information call 3928973.1 will be there working with
my brothers and sisters and I
challenge you lo help us to "Hike
for Someone Who can't."

Faculty Show Opens
By ILONA WILSON
"The Annual Faculty exhibit is
a showcase of sophisticated,
quality work by professional
artists who work in a variety of
media," said Miss Barbara
Bishop, head of the Department
of Art, concerning this year's art
exhibit The exhibit will be
September 14 through October 2
in Bedford Gallery. All eight of
the faculty are professional
artists as well as teachers. "We
exhibit here for the benefit of the
students and the community. It
has become a tradition,"
remarked Miss Bishop. Miss
Bishop is displaying work in the
media of handmade paper and
fiber collage, which are abstract
landscapes.
Mr. Mark Baldridge is
displaying his jewelry including
one of his newest pieces, "Regal
Splendor." This piece was
recently on display in a national
exhibit, Metalmisth 1981, at the
University of Kansas. "I spent
the most time working on 'Regal
Splendor.' A couple of pieces
were in last year's exhibition."
Mr. Baldridge lives in the
Midlothian area where he and his
wife, Lynda, own the "Baldridge
Gallery" in Sycamore Square.
All of Dr. Eduard Betenas'
work in the exhibit are bronze
and stanless steel sculptures.
They are produced by a process
called lost-wax casting, which
are polished after they are
broken out of their molds. This

process "is centuries old and was
used in ancient Greece, China
and Italy," said Mr. Betenas. All
the pieces belong lo one of two
special series, either Vertical
Organisms or landscapes.
Mr. Randall W. Edmondson
will be displaying two painting
in acrylic as well as an
earthenware bowl. "I ihink you
could describe the paintings as
hard-edged
geometrical
abstractions. The earthenware
platter was raku fired," said
Edmondson. One of his paintings
is entitled "Broken Rainbow."
Dr. E. L. Flynn is displaying
black and white photography
from her European trip this
summer. When asked what she
liked about architecture, Dr.
Flynn remarked, "precision,
imagination, sharp contrast, and
abstract patterns." In reference

to the Roman construction and
brickwork
which
she
photographed, she said, "I find
this aesthetically pleasing and
historically and intellectuallyfascinating.
I
use
the
photographs in class for explaining Roman brick work and
Roman construction methods."
Miss Virginia Mitchell has
worked with nylon tapes, "indigo
over potassium permangante tie
dye and discharged dye on
cotton." One of her pieces,
"Weave for Me a World," is done
in a kaleidoscope of colors. It is
made from viscuous filament.
"I am very particular about
color mixing and application of
color," said Mr. Homer Springer,
Jr., when talking about one of his
works for the show. The acrylic,
"The Greek Bride Who Was My
(Continued on Page 8
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Coffeehouse
Presents "Crystalwood"
Crystalwood
will
be
performing in the Snack Bar for
a Student Union "Coffeehouse"
presentation.
Dave Magnone and Bill I^ustig
form the guitar-duo. They will be
performing, free of charge, on

Saturday and Sunday, September
19 and 20.
The audience participation
style will include renditions from
such artists as: Bob Dylan.
Jimmy Buffet. Eagles, Beatles
and Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young.

Original Graphic
Art Presentation
By KATHI AGNEW
On Tuesday, September 15,
Photo by Alan Nuss 1981, Marson Graphics, Inc. will
"States" performed before a screaming overflow crowd last Saturday.
present a special exhibition and
sale of Original Graphic Art. The
exhibition will include a
distinguished collection of
of
Godspell original etchings, woodcuts,
On September 23, at 8:30 in four and a half year run on composition
The troupe will be visiting lithographs, and serigraphs.
Jarman auditorium, the Student Broadway.
Lorrgwood
for
this
one Featured will be works by
Pippin is under the direction of
Union and Alpha Psi Omega will
present Roger 0. Hinson's Mark D'Alessio. The music was engagement.
Chagall, Daumier, FantinTickets for Longwood students Latour, Maillol, Rounault, and
Pippin. The musical went on to composed by Stephen Schwartz,
capture five Tony awards after a who is additionally noted for his are $1.50.
Whistler. A fine selection of
works by noted contemporary

Troupe Will Present "Pippin"

Memorial Art Scholarship
By TAMMY PORTER
The Virginia Estes Bedford
Memorial Art Scholarship is a
perpetual endowment of $10,000
that was established through the
bequest of Catherine B. Burk.
Virginia E. Bedford was a
member of the Longwood Art
Department faculty from 1928 to
1972, and she served as the
Department Chairman from 1942
to 1970.
Annually, since 1981, two $450
scholarships are available for
any full time art majors currenl\ enrolled at Long wood College
Requirements for applicant.*include a completion of a
minimum of 30 credit hours of
work and an achieved overall
grade point average of 2.50.
Interested applicants qualified in
studio must submit a portfolio of
12 pieces of exceptional quality
work in a variety of media, a
resume, and a statement of goals.
Interested applicants qualified in
art history must submit a

artists such as Baskin. Coughlin,
O'Connor, Kaczmarek, and
Eggers will also be included in
the collection.
The collection is affordably
priced to suit the budget of a
college student, with prints
beginning at $5. Students and
faculty are cordially invited to
enjoy the exhibition at the
Bedford Building from 11:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. Add some culture to
your dorm room, brighten it up
with an interesting print from the
Marson Graphics Collection.

minimum of two research papers
of exceptional quality, a resume,and a statement of'oals,
and if they desire, a portfolio
containing a minimum of six
works in a variety of media. The
deadline for applications is
October 1, 1981.
The required
materials
submitted by all applicants will
be reviewed by the Art
Department Faculty. Then, the
selected applicants will be
interviewed by this committee.
Recipients of the Virginia
Estes Bedford Memorial Art
Scholarships will be notified of
their selection by November 1,
1981, by the Department
Chairman. Acceptors will have
the option of applying their
Daedalus Productions of New York City will present "Pippin" on September 23.
reward funds to their tuition fees
for second semester or receiving
Showcase Gallerv Coming Soon
display their work, because it
$225 cash at the beginning of
dent Union will present their first gives other students and faculty
By SARAH BISE
second semester and the other
members a chance to view your
Beginning on September 22-30, of many art exhibits. These work, and it's a good experience
$225 at mid-semester. Please fill
works will be displayed in the
out all applications as soon as 1981, the Longwood College I^nkford Reading Rooms. The for an artist to do."
Department of Art and the Stupossible.
Throughout the semester,
Showcase Gallery first occurred
many
senior or graduate artists
in 1974, to give any senior or
graduate Art Majors a chance to will have their works on display
have a one man show, thus at I^ankford after Ms. Elinsky
displaying their own individual leaves, such as:
Elizabeth Jones — October 12works of art.
21;
Barbara Stent - October 23Ms. Ellen Elinsky will be the
first artist to be featured this November 1; Robin Hungate —
year. She expects to have November 3-12; Deborah Gordon
approximately twenty pieces, — November 30-December 9
All students and faculty are
which include oil painting, prints,
pencil drawing, pen and ink, invited to come and see for
silver point, scratch board, and themselves these artistic
punch weaving. Ms. Elinsky displays which will be shown
views the Showcase Gallery as "a throughout the 1981 Fall
good opportunity for seniors to Semester.

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR DAY AT

<Z^*
FARMVILIE SHOPPING CENTER
392-6825
OPEN 10 AM TO 9 PM. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
• 100". f»l$M MIF BURGIBS

*

"BARK WORSE THAN BITE?"
Livingston Taylor, brother of James, will be performing without this lackadaisical retriever that
seems not to bark or bite. Trent Arterberry, a mime will also be in the concert at 8:00 in Jarman.
Tickets are $2.50 for LC students and $4.00 for guests.

• DfllCIOUS SALAD BAB
• SO»T SIBVt ICI CBIAM WITH ALl YOUB
FAVORITI TOPPINGS

QUICK FRIENDLY SERICE AT GREAT PRICES!
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On Campus
Godspell Revives!
Audition Date Made!
By RUSTY HURLEY
The Phi Mu Alpha-Sigma Alpha
Iota production of Godspell has
been revived due to an
enthusiastic rescue operation by
students. The production was in
trouble last week due to an
insufficient amount of cast
members. But directors Thomas
Williams and Dr. Louard Egbert
have decided to hold a second
audition night to try to fill the

gaps in the cast.
The directors will hold a second
audition night tonight. (Call
backs at 7:00 p.m.; new auditions
at 6:00 p.m.) in the rehearsal
room at Wygal. TOVJJI and Gown
are urged to audition. Those
wishing to work on the crew are
asked to report at 6:30. The
production is great, the directors
enthusiastic and we need YOUR
talent to make it work!

CollegeRepublicansReturn
ByLORI RANDALL
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The College Republicans of
I>ongwood College are once again
organizing events for the
November 3, 1981 election which
includes
the
Republican
candidates as follows: Marshall
Coleman running for governor,
Nathan Miller running for
lieutenant governor, and Wyatl
Durette running for attorney
general. The College Republicans
would like for all of the students
to know what these men can do
for their state. They can also
assist students in getting an
absentee ballot.
The College Republicans also
conduct fund-raising events such
as car washes and dances. They
have bumper brandings where
they go to shopping centers and
put bumper stickers on cars and

Editor:
Those of us who heard Grady
Nutt Tuesday night experienced
a rare treat. Imagine if you can,
Jarnian chock full of students
and guests, all of whom were kept
in stitches for over two hours.
Grady Nutt is indeed a rare
humorist.
As a member of this highly
entertained audience, may I
extend our thanks and a hearty
well-done to the Wesley
Foundation, the students, and the
leaders of the Inter-Religious
Council
who made
this
experience possible.
Sincerely,
F. Richard Kidder

NEWS BRIEFS
By BILL BRENT
WORLD NEWS
Political
and
religious
opponents of President Anwar
Sadat have been subjected to
some of the harshest treatment in
the country's history. Sadat
claims his measures will end
Moslem-Christian conflicts; he is
unhappy with U. S. media
coverage of his crackdown.

strategic ties. Reagan was
pleased with the progress made
during the meetings.
The alternatives of a locale for
the MX missile on sea, air, and
land have caused concern for
dangerous consequences which
may develop. Five of 11 options
are suitable for the weapon. An
office of Congress, Office of
Technology Assessment,
conducted the 16-month study.

OPEC will not raise oil prices
for years, says Saudi Arabian Oil
distribute literature. They also Minister Sheikh Ahmad Zaki
OPEC
profits
The EPA has made proposals
view the returns together, and Yamani.
plummeted
a
whopping
eight
that reduce the strength of the
sometimes go to the victory (or
million
barrels
daily
from
1979
to
Clean Air Act. Among the
defeat) party in Richmond. They
measures to be considered are
would like to get together with the 1981.
curtailing strict rules on dirtyCollege Democrats and have a
Moscow's
President
Leonid
air, and provisions where air
debate, and possibly a mock
election. Mark Davis (of whom Brezhnev warned thai his nation remains clean.
NATO's weapon
all this wealth of information will react
deployment in Europe. The
After all the tax cutting the
came from) put out last year
Soviets
are
against
the
East
or
budget
may not be balanced in
Longwood's
first
college
1984. The President may be faced
Republican Newsletter, and will West developing weapons.
with tax-raising measures that
continue this year. These will be
In Poland the communist party- his administration is reviewing.
distributed outside the dining
will
keep power over decisions in
hall.
One-time leader of the NAACP,
Once a year all of the College factories and enterprises.
Although
decentralized
Roy
Wilkins, is dead at 80.
Republicans in Virginia get
together at a convention. They management in the economy is Wilkins' influence in the civil
form their platform, and send it developing. Solidarity leader rights struggle was felt for over
to the state party leaders and the I>ech Walesa started a national 20 years.
congressmen. Many activities congress of solidarity for the
Students at Northern Illinois
have been planned this year, and union to remain intact during
Poland's
difficulties.
University
are paying close to
all the manpower they can get is
$300 for a seal in computer
welcome.
NATIONAL NEWS
science courses. The demand for
I^ast week President Reagan the courses are causing
met with Israeli Prime Minister previously enrolled students to
Menachem Begin, to bolster opt for the quick dollar.
held Thursday night, September
24. More information about the
ceremony will be given when the
rings are picked up.
If there are any questions,
please feel free to contact Lisa
Swackhammer, committee
This campus is supposed to be emersed in action to
chairman, at 392-5372 or any ring change the negative aspects of our college that have
committee member.
been harped upon too long.

Ring Ceremony
By LISASWACKHAMMER
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I.ongwood College Class Rings
may be picked up in the Rotunda
on September 22 from 10:00-6:00.
Juniors, please have your little
brother or sister bring the
balance due to the Rotunda. The
Junior King Ceremony will be

Editor's Turn

Home Economics Banquet
By GAYLE WEAVER
A banquet was held in the
Prince Edward Room on
September 7 at 5:30 for freshmen
and transfer Home Economics
majors. The purpose of the
banquet was to allow new
students to become acquainted
with the Virginia Home
Economics Association and
American Home Economics
Association.
Speaker for the evening was
Debbie layman, President of the
student member section of the
HEA. Mrs. layman informed the

Many administrative offices have changed
procedures and duties, hopefully improving service to
students about the VHA and the entire campus. Faculty members seem pleased with
AHEA and the advantages of future goals and improvements for the college.
joining these professional
Nevertheless, Longwood seems infamous for its
associations.
Cathy Carden, membership hesitancy among administrators and faculty members.
chairman, spoke on the new
program in the AHEA, "Adopt A They should concern themselves with issues on campus
Professional." This program that need to be addressed. As long as everyone on
matches a member with a campus refuses to stick their necks out so to speak to
professional
and
allows make a recognizable stand, no one should complain
communication between the two about unfair treatment.
through correspondence,
personal meetings, telephone and
If the administration and faculty are supposed to be
interviews. This allows them to
setting an example for the student body, one wonders
find inside information on their
what type of leaders we will have in the future?
profession.

Lithuanian Finds Room For Freedom
In America— Longwood
By MARY R. SHIELDS
Lithuania is a land of natural
beauty, ancient history and rich
culture, of proud hard working
people.
It is also a land where the
American way of life is illegal. To
come from an atmosphere of
total repression into the free
world is to experience a life long
dream.
Such a dream has come true for
Eduard Betenas.
Dr. Betenas, a native of
Luthuania, now employed by
Longwood as a sculpture
professor, left his homeland in
the early seventies for the free
world.
Lithuania, on the Baltic Sea,
was a democracy from 1919
through 1940, but during World
War II the country was embroiled
in a struggle for identity finally
everging as a Soviet Republic.
Because, as Dr. Betenas relates,
"almost every family was
involved in the war", the
atmosphere in which he grew up
was one where the devastating
reminders of this "most terrible
war" were constantly being
recalled. The shadows of the
democratic nation that Lithuania
had once been were continually
compared to the restrictions of
Soviet life. These conditions
instilled in Dr. Betenas a
"hunger" for America as a
"symbol of freedom, of
technological and political
advancement." He feels that he
was influenced more by western
"Americanized" Europe than by
ihe culture of Lithuania's big
brother, Russia. His relatives
throughout the free world sent
him articles published, often in
Russian, by free presses,
American clothes, and American
music by singers such as Elvis
Presley and Chuck Berry.
Finally, when in his early
twenties, he grasped the only
solution
to
communist
repression, he left a country
where capitalism, freedom of
expression, the freedom to
CONFUSED
At best, today's rock scene is a
melange of different styles. The
schizodynamics of the B-52's to
the roar of Rush. It seems we're
passing through a different era
annually. Pink Floyd's "The
Wall" was the news of the day in
1980, yet in 1981 REO
Speedwagon, a group that had
been in relative obscurity for
over a decade, launched a blitz on
the record market. What do Pink
Floyd and REO have in common?
Not much. What is going on in the
music biz?
Rockorner will not only keep
you abreast of concerts, album
releases and pop news, but a
critical look at what's going on.
Not everything written in
Rockorner will please everyone;
it is impossible. When it comes to
rock, everyone is a critic... a fan
of the Ramones will probably buy
their next album no matter what
I say about it, good or bad. So
why read Rockorner? It will
(hopefully) offer not only insight on rock, but also make
you think about the whats and
whys. Rockorner will never be so

travel, or the chance to change
the country's government are all
illegal or impossible.
Dr. Betenas left "one of the
most prettiest cities I have seen",
his hometown the capitol of
Lithuania, his family, the
Academy he attended for a
Masters in Painting, and the
feeling of being forced into the
Communist society.
"I went to see the world," and
so he did. He travelled from
centrally located Paris to the
areas of civilization which are
important to European culture,
walked through Rome to stand in
the Forum, visited museums,
peeled away the layers of history
which are the basis of European
life and art.
In 1977, Dr. Betenas came to
New York to began his first stay
in America. He travelled to the
West Coast to visit relatives,
marvelling at the contrasts
between "the best country in the
world" and the Soviet Union. The
vast expanses of open woodland,
the youthful cities, the fact that
almost everyone owned a car
stuck in his memory. He
wondered at the critical attitudes

THE

of some of the people he spoke
with, ultimately realizing that
Americans are too close to their
country to put the bad in
perspective with the good.
In 1978 he returned to America
to begin three years of intensive
study at Penn State University
culminating in a Masters in
Sculpture and a Doctorate in Art
Education.
After working extremely hard
in such a relatively impersonal
environment, Dr. Betenas began
looking for something more
intimate, quiet and peaceful.
Farmville and Longwood are
"exactly what I want (them) to
be." He hopes to be able to pause
to reflect on my "experiences" in
more natural surroundings, and
to-reach a balance between my
work and leisure time. He also
hopes to have more time to
indulge in watching sports,
especially soccer, and to travel to
study land and city scapes.
We hope Dr. Betenas can
realize his goals, influence his
students as favorably as he would
like, and that Longwood can
serve as an inspiration to his
work.
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NEW FACULTY
IN BRIEF
By WILLIAM BRENT
The new instructor and
Director of Music in the campus
school is Miss Sandra Lee
Stauffer. She was born in
Redding, Pennsylvania. A
clarinet major at West Chester
State University she is working
on a masters in Music Education
from the University of Michigan
during the summer months. She
taught for three years in Media,
Pennsylvania, just outside of
Philadelphia, one year at an
elementary, middle high school.
She is single and likes flag
making, sewing, bicycling and
theater. Once she played piano in
the musical "Side by Side" by
Steven Sondheim, and has played
for numerous high school
performances.
Dr. George Howard Dygert is a
new addition to the business
department. Dygert has just
retired from the Army as a Lt.
Col. From 1975 to 1977 he was
Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs at the Judge Advocate
General's School, Associate
General Council for the Army
and Air Force in Dallas, Texas,
and General Council for the
Army and Air Force Exchange
Service in Europe. He taught

business courses part-time at the
University of Maryland extension
in Munich, West Germany.
Dygert was raised in Potsdam,
New York, and studied business
at Clarkson College in Potsdam.
He earned a law degree from the
University of Denver and MBA
from the Darden School of
Business at UVA. At Longwood
he
teaches
Personnel
Management, Small Business
Management. He is married, has
two sons and enjoys skiing, and
horseback riding.
Sargeant Ray Thomas is a new
addition in the Military Science
department. He is a 13-year
veteran of the Army. While in the
service he has spent time in
Vietnam, South Korea, Panama
and Frankfort, West Germany.
While in Vietnam and Korea he
worked in the aviation division as
a maintenance engineer and in
West Germany as a platoon and
batallion sargeant. Thomas has
earned numerous awards among
them, jungle operations, tanker
awards, two army commendation
medals,
three
scrolls of appreciation. Sargeant
Thomas is the first President of
an American chapter of the
International Jaycees. He is
married and has three children.

Movie Review
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pretentious (aka foolish) as to
totally reject any music category
and, throughout the year a variety of rock will be highlighted
— not just the critic's favorite
which sometimes is the case. And
that brings us to the case of REO
Speedwagon.
"High Infidelity," their multiplatinum album has finally
brought the group to the top of the
rock heap (salewise, that is). The
fact is REO, like the Bee Gees,
probably have their best work
behind them rather than on their
current success. REO began
when Gary Ricrath (guitars) met
Kevin Cronin (vocals). The band
added keys, bass and drum and

began touring the midwest in the
early '70's with another unknown
band — Styx.
Styx got their break early on,
but for REO there was still a long
road ahead.
In 1974 they released the disc
"Lost In A Dream" which many
still believe is their best. But it
fell on deaf ears.
There is a rule of thumb in the
record biz. if a band is hot on
stage, sell it live. So in 1976-77
they released what is probably
their best album, "You Get What
You Play For". The tunes that
had seemed mundane in the
studio sizzle on this disc.
"Keeping",
"Magic Man",

By JOEJOHNSON
A future
with Humphrey
Bogart and Charles Bronson or
maybe Batman and Robin, or
better yet Superman and
Wonderwoman Comic Book
Cliche' seemed to be the specialty
of Heavy Metal an Ivan PettmanI^eonard Magel production.
Heavy metal, a movie
promoted for its musical wonder
and art phantosmorgia fell far
short of expectations. Having
such name groups as Black
Sabbath, Blue Oyster Cult, Cheap
Trick, Devo, Donald Fogen, Dan
Felder, Grand Funk Railroad,
Sammy
Hogan,
Journey,
Nazareth, Stevie Nicks, Riggs
"Ridin' »he Storm Out" are
shining examples. Unfortunately
for REO, "Frampton Comes
Alive" was released the same
year ... "You Can Tune A Piano
But Yon Can't Tnnafish" was
their next success — this time
they did reach more listeners.
Two cuts are especially good,
"Roll With The Changes" and the
magical "Time For Me To Fly"
brought the sizzle of the live
albums (they also released
another partially live album) into
their studio work. REO was now
a contender.
"High Infidelity", the band's
monster hit, is a letdown to REO
fans. They are doing nothing new
from what they did in 1970. In
fact, the whole album is rather
cliche' when compared to their
other work, but it is new to the
top-forty crowd. The best songs
off the album, "Keep On Irving
You", "Don't Let Him Go" and
"Out of Season" all bear the
mark of their earlier work, the
only real changes being a rather
smoothly produced sound.
Overall the album is a good
effort, so why do I sound hesitant

and Trust one would expect a
little more than minute whispers
scattered through the movie like
lingering applause after a
command performance. Music
director, Elmer Bernstein
seemed to be more intent on
presenting the audience with
dramatic science fiction sound
effects, which managed to block
out any rock and roll that could
have squeezed through.
On the other hand, Heavy
Metal's landscaping for the
scenes where great. Based on
artwork by Richard Cohen,
Angus Mckie, Dan O'Barron,
Thomas Work and Bernie
(Continued on Page 8i
about it? What's wrong with an
album of basically good tunes''
REO may have made the
biggest score of their career, but,
like their early counterpart —
Styx, they have shifted gears.
Although the basic sound hasn't
changed, the type of music has.
On "High Infidelity" the ballad
type of song is more featured
than it ever has been, a trait Styx
picked up on their "Grand
Illusion" album. Since Styx has
released that album, on each
succeeding album, there have
been more "middle of the road"
cuts and each album has been
worse. Many of their older fans
have left. What happens when the
fourteen year-olds stop buying
their albums? Other groups and
artists I notably Peter Frampton
and Elton John) have made the
same mistake, of misreading
why they're popular, and have
turned their back on all the
promise of their earlier work for
a fleeting moment of glitter. They
have lost many early fans, thus
record buyers.
We can only hope REO and
(Continued on Page 8)
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VCD Wins Soccer Tournament —
Longwood Kunner-up
in MIKE LYNCH
"It's » scorcher" said Dona
Gregg in reference to the weather
during the championship round of
the Longwood Invitational Soccer
Tournament. This was just early
on in the game. In the final
minutes of the contest, when it
became apparent that VCU
would take the championship by
defeating Longwood 2-0. an
exhausted Joe Parker could
barely mutter an affirmative
response when asked if it was hot.
But the heat was only one of
many (actors that caused the
Lancers' final round loss. The
biggest factor, of course, was the
talent-laden VCU soccer team
thai rolled by defending champ
Trent State 4-2 in Friday
evening's tournament opener.
Their standout player, Soid
Kamoh. an example of VCU's
highly reputed "foreign talent,"
made his presence known
everywhere His quickness and
dribbling skills made it possible
for his teammates to attack the
net time and time again. But
really it was VCU's defense that
won the tournament for them. Of
the 2f> goals scored throughout
the tournament, only two were
against VCU. and one of those
was a penalty kick.
The Hams started their
championship thrust by scoring
two quick goals on Trent State.
Trent was never really in it after
that. Whenever Trent got a goal,
VCU would simply wake up again
and put the margin back to two
goals. The Rams were, by far, the
more emotional team. After the
first game, VCU coach, Ben
Satterfield added that his was
also the more determined team.
"We really wanted it," he said
and he was also certain that his
team would win the tournament.
On the other hand, lancer
Coach. Rich Posipanko was more
hopeful than certain thai his
learn would defeat ihe University
of Richmond for a championship
Derth. In the mosl exciting game
ul the tournament, the Richmond
Spiders lived up to the Ixincer
oa< In s' apprehensions by
putting the game into overtime
before losing 5-4. They seemed to
'Dine out of nowhere to kick their
irsi two goals, early in the first

half. But for most of the time it
was Longwood that was on the
offensive Amidst a barrage of 23
first half shots at the Richmond
goal. I-ongwood finally got two
scores. The first goal was by
Chris Wilkerson and the second
was by Gustavo Leal with one
second left in the half. I>eal was,
unquestionably, the player of the
game. To his credit were two
goals, two assists, more than his
share of falls and he even
managed to get a yellow card.
For the second half, the pace
was even faster, exciting the Her
field crowd which became a
positive factor for Ixmgwood.
Two goals scored by Bill Foster
and Gustavo I^eal at mid-half put
the Lancers ahead 4-3, but
Richmond managed to even it up
on a shot that the goalie, Brian
Sprinkle, tipped, but could not
deflect enough to avoid the final
Richmond goal. An exciting
overtime produced only one goal,
but it was by logwood's Tim
Brennon, winning the game and
giving Longwood a chance at the
title once more.
The consolation game, on
Saturday
morning,
saw
Richmond and Trenton State
playing a very even and exciting
game until Richmond got tired in
the second half. At that point,
Trent made three unanswered
goals and wrapped up the
consolation game 6-3.
The facts that Trent had easily
won, that Richmond had become
exhausted, and that VCU had a
rest advantage, having played
earlier and for less time than
Longwood, already gave the
Rams an edge for the
championship game. Midway
through the second half, this
advantage became a factor. VCU
upped its margin to 2-0 on a hard
fought goal i the earlier goal was
on a penalty kick). The Rams
then relied on their excellent
defense to hold on for the win.
Towards the end, they threatened
to score again on the very
exhausted lancers.
The first half showed a much
better Longwood team. They
played an aggressive defensive
game and threatened lo score
many times. They seemed to be
able lo do anything bul get the

SPORTS

Photo by Joe Johnson

'

Photo by Joe Johnson

ball in the goal. The defense was
much improved from the night
before. The standout player was
goalie, Mike Grinstead, who
(Continued on Page 8)
Bill Foster battles for a
header as teammates and
spectators watch.
A VCU player lets one fly.
Dana Gregg and Tim Guldin
respectively contain VCU's top
player.

Photo by Joe Johnson

As a WC\ F-l V camerman captures the action. Longwood trainer, Holds Powers supervises the
treatment of an injured V( I player Photo by David Jarrett

•

Photo by Joe Johnson
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SP
Lady Golfers Start Season Thursday
By RONNIE BROWN
The I^ady Lancers golf team
posted a banner season last
summer as the runner-up in the
National Division II AIAW finals,
but coach Barbara Smith refuses
to contemplate on the past.
"While I am proud of last
year's record, we cannot rest on
our past accomplishments," said
Dr. Smith. "This is a new year
and we will enter each
tournament as the most
important competition to date."
The golfers will tee up the 1981
season with the Longwood Fall
Invitational Tournament to be
held Thursday through Saturday
on the goal course adjacent to the
President's house. The teams
include Penn State, Marshall,
James
Madison,
UNCWilmington, and defending AIAW
Division II champ William and
Mary. The Lady Lancers will be
competing with a number of
Division I schools and this
tourney should prove to be a good
lest of their capabilities.
The golfers will
also
participate in the VAIAW State
Open in October and the AIAW
Division
II
Region
2
Championship in November.

longwood placed third in the
state tournament last year and
is anxious to regain the title after
holding it for six out of the
last eleven seasons.
The I^ady Lancers return five
of the six golfers from last
season. All American Kay Smith
was lost to graduation, but All
Americans,
junior
Robin
Andrews and sophomore Emily
Fletcher will be back. Other
veterans include sophomores
Chery Dufort and Susan Morgan.
Sharon Gilmore, who placed
twentieth in last year's national
tournament, should also make a
strong contribution to this year's
team. The freshman consist of
Donna Turner from Chapel Hill,
NC, Kathy Wyttenbach, from
Chester, VA, and Marlane
Gerker from Watertown, NY. Dr.
Smith will also rely on Pam
Othen, a sophomore transfer
from Miami Dade Junior College.
Othen's team captured first
placed in the National Junior
College Tournament in 1980.
With the combination of a
nucleus of veterans and some
promising newcomers, the
golfers can have another
successful season.

Lancer Club Formulates Plans
The Longwood College Lancer
Club, at its fall membership
meeting Thursday
night,
formulated plans for fund raising
projects and a membership
drive. Over 57 members,
including parents of athletes,
local residents and businesses,
alumni
and
Longwood
employees, have been added
since the club was formed last
January.
Designed to foster interest in
and raise funds for Longwood
Athletics, the Lancer Club will be
holding a membership drive
October 17 through November 3
with a goal of doubling its

Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman

Project Committee Chairman.
Other members of the project
committee include: Ixmgwood
Interim Director of Athletics
Carolyn Hodges, Ron Ferrante
and Mattiemarie White.
Membership Committee
Chairman Kitty Hubbard says
the club's membership drive will
be capped off with a social in
conjunction with the Ixmgwood Hampden-Sydney soccer game
November 3. Other members of
the membership committee are:
Dr. Caryton Buck, Dr. Elisabeth
Flynn and John Berrong.
President of the l^ancer Club is
Charles H. Dowdy, III.

Baseball Has Formidable Opponents
The top powers in Division I
baseball in Virginia will come
calling this fall as Longwood's
baseball team plays its fall
schedule of scrimmage games.
On tap for the Lancers, 24-13 last
spring, are home games with
Virginia, Virginia Tech, Rich-

1981 FALL WOMEN'S GOLF ROSTER
• Robin Andrews
Cheryl Dufort
I^anie Gerken
Sharon Gilmore
Emily Fletcher
Susan Morgan
Pam Othen
Donna Turner
Kathy Wyttenbach

membership. In conjunction with
the membership drive, a walkjog-a-thon has been scheduled for
the morning of October 17 from
9:00 to 10:00. The event will be the
Lancer Club's major fund-raising
project for the fall.
A highly successful fundraising event at other colleges
and universities, the walk-jog-athon will involve participants
walking or jogging around a .4 of
a mile area (on High St. adjacent
to Longwood) with pledges
secured for each lap completed in
an hour.
Other projects are in the works,
according to Bob Burger, Jr.,

Woodlawn, VA
Waterford, NY
Watertown, NY
Patchogue, NY
Prince George, VA
Massapequa Park, NY
Ann Arbor, MI
Chapel Hill, NC
Chester, VA

mond and Virginia Commonwealth and, in addition,
Division III power Lynchburg
visits for several contests on
Lancer Field.
Longwood defeated VCU 6-5
Wednesday and will be getting
ready for a visit from the Rich-

mond Spiders Saturday, September 19, at 1:00. After hosting
Lynchburg for a home game on
the 25th, Longwood will take on
James Madison October 11,
Virginia the 17th and Virginia
Tech the 31st.
Admission to all fall games is
free.

1981 FALL BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Sept.
18
19
20
25
27

A Lynchburg
H
A
H
A

•
■

Richmond (2)
James Madison (2)
Lynchburg
Virginia (2)

3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
1:00

Oct.
11
13
17
18
20
SI

H • James Madison (2)
A
H
A
H
H

■ Virginia Commonwealth
• Virginia (2)
• Virginia Tech (2)
- Virginia Commonwealth
-Virginia Tech (2)

1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
1:00

Longwood Hockey Team Hosts 3rd Invitational

Longwood's field hockey team, Tournament
Friday
and
which defeated Mary Washington Saturday at Barlow Field and for
4-0 Thursday, will host the third the third straight year the
• Captain
Longwood Invitational tourney will include some of the
strongest teams from the
Virginia, Maryland, West
SATURDAY
FRIDAY
Virginia, North Carolina area.
10:00
I-ong wood-Appalachian St.
8:00
Maryland -Duke
Defending champ Maryland
11:00
Davis & Elkins-Maryland
9:00
Ixmgwood-North Carolina
and last year's runner-up Davis &
12:00
Duke-North Carolina
10:00
Appalachian St.-Davis & Elkins
Elkins (WV), which won the
1:00
Appalachian St.-Maryland
11:00
Duke-Longwood
crown in 1979, return along with
2:00
I jong wood-Da vis & Elkins
12:00
Maryland-North Carolina
Appalachian State. Duke, North
:5:00
Appalachian St.-Duke
1:00
Davis & Elkins-Duke
Carolina a..d Ix>ngwood round out
4:00
North Carolina-Davis & Elkins
2:00
Appalachian St.-North Carolina
the six team field.
3:00
lA>ngwood-Maryland
In the round robin format each
team will play five games in two
days with 40 minute contests
***
rather than the regulation 70
minutes. Play begins at 10:00
1304 S. MAIN STREET
PHONE 392-1147
FARMVILLE
Friday morning and at 8:00
Saturday morning.
Maryland had a 3-0-1 mark to
take top honors in last year's fiveteam event. Davis & Elkins went
3-1-0 to finish second.
No-Service charge checking at First Federal Savings
longwood, 11-7 a year ago, got
Loan
its 1981 season off to a solid start
Thursday
with a 4-0 win over
Now- Free checking accounts at Farmville Branch Only
Mary Washington. The I-ady
lancers, who host Lynchburg
We are offering everyone 5%% interest compounded
Tuesday at 3:00, got three goals
continuously checking accounts with NO minimum
from senior Mary King
balance and NO service charges.
(VIRGINIA BEACH) and one
from Freshman Robyn Grindle

FIRSTrs
FEDERAL

Welcome Longwood College Students

$1.00

(ANNANDALE) to top the Blue
Tide. Junior goalkeeper I-orrie
Garber (VIRGINIA BEACH) had
10 saves and a shutout in her
first start on the varsity.
"I was pleased with our
performance," said I-ongwood
coach Bette Harris. "For our
first game we accomplished the
things we wanted to accomplish.
We changed the field quickly,
played assertively for at least
two thirds of the game and
functioned as a unit.
"I'm super pleased with
Garber's performance," said Dr.
Harris, "and Mary iKingi played
a tremendous game. She really
took charge."
In addition to King, Garber and
Grindle Longwood's starting
lineup against Mary Washington
included: (on defense) Karen
Kilmer (I^MBERTVILLE, NJ),
Kim Fuhr i IJ\MERTVILI J-;, NJ)
Janet Long (ALEXANDRIA),
Betty Jo Casey (ANNANIMUS),
Mindy Allman (VIRGINIA
BEACH) and Mary Milne
(VIENNA); (On attack) Betty
Stanley (ALEXANDRIA) and
Chris Mayer (STONY BROOK,
NY.).

Sound Gallery

$1.00

Presents

LYNX
• Call On First Federal Today *

RED/WHITE/GREEN-ROOMS

$1.00

9 P.M. WED. SEPT. 16

$1.00
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THE ROTUNDA
Soccer

(Continued from Page ,6.)
made many excellent saves and
had almost no chance to block the
two balls that did pass him.
Even through all these
achievements, the highest
compliment that can be paid to
Longwood is for the tournament
itself. The tournament was not
set up with three teams that the
lancers could surely beat, unlike
many other schools. This shows a
good deal of class and the
tournament will surely be
reorganized and rewarded with
great competition for years to
come.

Faculty
(Continued from Page 2)
Mother's Friend," "is based on a
photo in my mother's album. She
was Greek and she had a faraway
look, like she could see for
years." He is also displaying
work done in handmade paper.
Mrs. Jackie Wall, Art Director
at The Campus School who also
teaches a practicum course for
junior level art education majors
is displaying several stoneware
pieces and constructions of
mixed media. All but one of the
stoneware pieces are smoke
fired; one piece is raku fired.
The variety and talent of
Annual Faculty Exhibit makes it
well worth seeing. The Fauclty
hopes students and other faculty
members will come to Bedford
Gallery before October 2. It will
be well worth the trip to see what
their colleagues and teachers
have been doing outside of the
classroom!

Tuesday, September 15, 1961
Rock Corner
(Continued from Page 5)
their management see this fact.
When Styx was younger they had
an occasional ballad, like
"Lady". But was, in the middle
of the slush they've recently
released, "Lady's" power has
dissipated. If REO capitalizes on
their success by breaking new
ground, they will become one of
the front-runners in rock. But if
they choose, like Frampton did,
to opt for commercial success,
they may well be doomed for the
rocks. Peter Frampton released
an album this summer called
"Where
I Should
Be".
Unfortunately, it is where he
should have been three or four
years
ago
instead
of
embarrassing himself producing
cheap rock with the Bee Gees.
Anyone can see that Frampton
has an enormous road to
recovery because he is now on the
bottom of the rock heap and he
has burned so many people with
poor albums, he may never make
it back to the top. Styx is slipping,
we can only hope REO
Speedwagon has sense enough to
keep producing good music and
by doing so, avoid the pitfalls of
rock. Next Week: Top 40 (or: The
Old Gray Mare Ain't What She
Used To Be).
Bookstore
(Continued from Page 1)

administrative council) did not
feel they had a long range
solution..."we did not want to
make a change on a short term
basis".

Your headquarters for
Quality Flowers and Plants.
CARI-K-R-S
flower shop
rarmville, Virginia 2!KN)I

TEL. 392-3151

the theme stated in a deep
articulate voice: "I am the sound
of evil...my power invests all
galaxies.. .invests all
dimensions,...a shadow should
fall over the universe and evil
shall grow from this guise and
death from that."
The voice of evil is embodied in
a little green ball which, melts
people down to skeletons and
nasty stuff like that. This green
ball follows different (more or
less...mostly less) characters
through vividly changing
landscapes and manages to
destroy everything that is
involved with it. Sprinkled
through all this dynamic violence
are poorly timed lust scenes,
which inevitably end with one or
both of the lovers (poor choice of
words — "lusters" might be
better) being turned into dust or
melted into jelly.
As one might imagine the
dialogue consists of rappant
cliche's uttered (depending on
the genre) in rough gutteral
undertones
or
tinkly
helplessness. How about these for
some real jewels, "Pretty but
Dumb" or "I'll do anything you
want...just stay with me." It
would be nice to think that
perhaps
director
Gerald
Patterson was attempting a
satire...but I have this nagging
suspicion that he was trying to be
entertaining. Then again maybe
he's hit upon the formula for the
1980's — Senseless death and
senseless sex. I guess it's just the
passive compliance of a burnt out
world, jaded to everything but
the most simple and explicit, that
explains this movie's popularity.

Handicapped
(Continued from Page 2
other students who would like to
volunteer themselves and their
time for anything from
notetaking to assisting someone
in a wheelchair, to also contact
him.
Dr. Cox notes another problem
faced by disabled persons; this
involving other people's attitudes
toward them. Many nonhandicapped people either totally
ignore the disabled, or go
overboard, putting the disabled
person on a pedestal and making
the situation very uncomfortable.
Dr. Cox stresses that it is
imperative that others go in
neither extreme, but accept and
treat the disabled person as a
human.
Movie Review
(Continued from Page 5)
Wrighton, the movie was a
kaleidoscopic tour of unknown
futures and pasts. Unfortunately
in all these landscapings they
had to have characters (it,
helped the story move a little
faster — but not much). Looking
at these characters was similar
to flipping through a muscle mag
or playboy. Never, have I viewed
such perfectly stereotyped people
— rippling muscles and bodice
blondes all. It must have taken a
lot of imagination to achieve such
a high degree of monotony.
O.K., so much for the good
points of the movie, now let's talk
about the theme, which was
reflected in six different stories
tied into a single plot line. Not
actually different stories, just
different landscapes. It probably
wouldn't have been too bad if
they could have snuck up on you
with the theme and let you
imagine that you figured it out all
by yourself. But that's not the
Heavy Metal way, the Heavy
Metal way is to knock you
between the eyes with blazing fist
and flashing swords. So what are
the first words of the movie, but
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ADDA

DIAMOND
BEAD

Now you can add
the beauty and
elegance of diamonds
to your add a bead
necklace.
\ Each 14K gold
V bead has a
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WE WANT TO
WIPE OUT.
CANCER
INYOUR
LIFETIME

Free Giftwrapping
MARTIN
THE JEWELER
123 N. Main St.
Formville, Va.
392-6336
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AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

PINO'S PIZZA & SUBS

FFICE SUPPLY

COMPLETE ITALIAN FOOD MENU
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- OFFICE SUPPLIES

FARMVILLE. VA. 23901
•

10% off on ichool end art
leppiMi wrtil laptsmetr II. I

I - OFFICE MACHINES
- OFFICE FURNITURE '

THE HAIR HUT
located in Merle Norman Studio
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DIRECTLY ACROSS
FROM
HIGH RISE DORMS

PIZZA
(

SPAGHETTI

LASAGNA

MANICOTTI & SALADS
PIZZA & SUB
SPECIALS
tf
MONDAY-THURSDAY
FOR ORDERS TO GO D»AL

392-3135

.

404 S MAIN FARMVILLE

233 N. MAIN STREET, FARMVILLE. VA.
392-6343

SHAMPOO, HAIR CUT
AND BLOW DRY
ONLY 8.75
ArFOINTMfNT NOT ALWAYS NKESSAIT

We also carry a fine line of cosmetics

COME IN FOR YOUR FREE MAKE OVER
ail FOR AN APPOINTMENT
OPEN MONDAY SATURDAY 9:005:00

THE YARN CORNER
AT GINA'S FURNITURE & GIFT SHOP
(King St., Keysville, Va., across from the bank)
736-8784
KNITTING AND NEEDLEPOINT SUPPLIES
Cotton yarn
Alpaca yarn
Chester Farms Wool
(from Virginia Sheep)

Christmas Kits
Paterhayan Persian
Canvas
and more to come...

SPECIAL ORDERS ON REQUEST
BASIC INSTRUCTION BY APPOINTMENT
MM
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